
CHAPTER TWELVE

Embroidery to Enterprise: the Role of Women
in the Book Trade of Early Modern Scotland

Alastair J. Mann

THE USUAL PERCEPTION of women in the society of early modern Scotland
encompasses the roles of wife and mother, ignoring responsibilities in
wider economic and social development. To these `traditional', dual
familial roles we might add that of responsible widowhood. Thus the
fate of the domestic and commercial estate of the husband must be
managed to secure the future for offspring, to sustain the widow on her
own account, and even to offer the prospect of a second marriage which
might benefit surviving assets and relatives. For all commercial trades in
the early modern period, from apothecaries to tenant farmers, we find this
culture of inheritance — booksellers, bookbinders and printers were no
different. In these commercial areas there is much evidence of indepen-
dent decision making by wives and widows. It is ironic, therefore, that
in order to test the hypothesis of the significance of women in the book
trade the historian is forced to turn to family records, and in particular
to the details of marriages, wills and testaments. A combination of male
oriented contemporary record keeping, and similarly tainted modern
historiography, makes it virtually impossible to shake off the effects of
the ascendancy of male gender.

Scotland's early modern book trade was relatively deregulated and
along Dutch rather than English lines. There was no Scottish equivalent of
the Stationers' Company of London to restrict entry to the trade, and
regulation under the government was devolved to the magistrates of the
printing burghs — Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Glasgow. Burgh hook trade
regulation in Scotland, therefore, had a sophistication without parallel in
England. In burgh manufacturing and retailing of books there were, of
course, many participants — typesetters, editors, correctors, agents, pa-
trons, publishers as well as bookseller and printer — and so confirmation
of responsibility is extremely difficult. The lines of demarcation between
master and apprentice are also hard to clarify. Agnes Campbell, the relict
of Andrew Anderson, in trade from 1676 to 1716, had numerous
apprentices and journeymen, and perhaps five presses at her peak.' There
were no Stationers' regulations placing a limit of two to three presses per
printer. It is impossible to ascertain the extent to which Campbell was
directly responsible for the entire output of her presses and the quality of
printing executed. Nevertheless, decisions taken to expedite publication
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and sale would fall to the owner of the press or bookshop, whether male
or female. The degree of ownership by women in book businesses of this
period should then provide some guidance as to the significance of
women in the book trade.

As well as their capital women brought their labour, as skilled
individuals or as emergency support for their book merchant spouses,
eldest sons, and fathers. For Scotland there is scant direct evidence of the
involvement of women in the press room, but given the regulation of
burgesses and apprentices in a masculine environment it is likely that
`family' female labour existed on an informal basis, with little or no
remuneration and record keeping. 2

 There were, naturally, some highly
physical tasks in the print shop for which hardy women were capable,3
although the likes of setting type, mixing inks, and correcting proofs were
certainly not beyond the physical abilities of all. No physical qualifica-
tions need have applied to the trade of bookseller, and this acted as a
greater encouragement for women booksellers in assisting the family,
learning the trade and, in some cases, running their own business.

In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Scotland there was a small band
of skilled book women. The Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer
indicate that James V had a taste for fine bookbindings. The king's most
astonishing commission was in 1538 to complete the binding and a cloth
bag for his personal bible. This task involved the use of 'purpure
welvet ... sewing gold ... purpure silk (and] crammesy (crimson)
sating', and similar treatments were given to the `mating bukes' of the
king and queen in 1539.. The key craftswoman for this work was the
embroiderer Helen Ross who worked from 1538 to 

1543. Sadly her
bindings, and most tragically her magnificent bible, have not survived. 4 A
tradition of exotic book binding continued into the reign of James VI, and
the fine calligrapher Esther Inglis (1571—i6z4) may even have embroi-
dered her own manuscript bindings, though she was never a commercial
bookbinder. s Great skill could be submerged within the commercial book
houses of the period. It was to the credit of Janet Kene, the widow of
Andro Hart, that she and not the king's printer was chosen by the
magistrates of Edinburgh to produce the special edition of poems Eiaobia
Musarum Edinensium in Carole presented to Charles I to commemorate
his coronation visit in 1633 6 Women with the requisite management and
technical abilities had some opportunities within the book trade.

The tracing of the activities of female book makers and sellers is,
nevertheless, problematical. Recent Dutch and English studies of biblio-
graphical history, such as those concerning the great female, bible
printing dynasties of late seventeenth-century Amsterdam, and the key
presses of female Puritanism in England from the 163os to 1650s, point
the way to the rigorous analysis required for Scotland.' From 1 600 to
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1750 perhaps up to thirty Scottish women were steeped in the profes-
sional book trade of their nation (see appendix). Women printers traded
in the names of fathers, husbands and sons, although some booksellers
did so under their own names. Before r boo, excluding the already
mentioned Helen Ross, only Katherine Norwell, the widow of Thomas
Bassandyne, who in the i58os went on to join in businesses and
matrimony with the printer Robert Smyth, could be included, although
details of the Norwell-Smyth business activities are murky.' The provi-
sional post-i600 check-list is dominated by widows, with the exceptions
of Margaret Reid, daughter of the Edinburgh printer John Reid, senior
(1680-1711), the daughters of the bookseller James Harrower (1638-
51), and Janet Hunter (Mrs Brown), a co-printer with a number of
partnerships of Glasgow printers in the 1730s who, along with the
booksellers Martha Stevenson, Anne Edmonstoun and Jean Smith, traded
before widowhood.'

Excluded from the list are a number of vague references for which no
corroborative details are available to indicate the longevity or scale of
trading. Although some bibliographers have adopted a `list all' ap-
proach, 10 because not all book trade widows were certainly in trade
omissions have been made. Included, however, are those widows or
relatives who kept printing and bookselling businesses turning over for a
short but quantifiable period prior to dismemberment by auction, sale as
a going concern within the trade, before sons came of age, or until a
suitable, swift and fortuitous second marriage was joined. Delays be-
tween a husband's death and the registration of testaments provide
evidence of continuity when assets were intact.

In the category of `seeking a second marriage' was Beatrix Campbell,
widow of the bookseller and printer Archibald Hislop (167o-78) and
sister to Agnes Campbell, who maintained her husband's bookselling
business for at least twelve months following his death up to and after her
marriage in 1679 to the 'wryter', turned stationer, Robert Currie. The
Hislop press was, according to James Watson, sold off to John Cairns,
while the Hislop children and the family bookselling business went on to
suffer hereditary injustice and protracted litigation. Issobel Harring
(Herron), widow of the printer Robert Bryson 

(1637-45) acted in a
similar manner to Beatrix Campbell before her second and more prudent
marriage to the printer Gideon Lithgow — she printed as the `Heirs of
Robert Bryson' in 1646.11

The recourse to litigation to protect rights and licences also acts as a
useful guide to the trading maturity of these women, especially for those
who could afford lawyers. The 163z appeal of Janet Kene to the lords of
exchequer against a twenty-year licence as Scotland's royal printer
granted to the Englishman Robert Young, indicates a single-mindedness
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of purpose and an appreciation of legal process. t2 The litigious behaviour
of Agnes Campbell and her husband is more frequently referred to by
bibliographical historians. 13 Her lawyers were certainly very tenacious,
pleading from bailie court to House of Lords to protect her patents and
restrict the trade of others. Indeed, she mixed intimately in the legal circles
of Edinburgh, and actually rented property to lawyers, including James
Erskine, Lord Grange, a lord of session, which adds some novel colour to
her relationship to the Edinburgh elite.'4

This degree of independent action is also highlighted in the bold
activities of Margaret Reid, daughter of the printer John Reid, senior.
On the death of her father in August 171z, Margaret Reid took over the
use of some of her father's type, acquired the printing office of Andrew
Symson, who, Watson informs us, died about this time, and set up on her
own. This appears to be the only example in the period of a Scottish
woman setting up a printing press without the `partnership' of a male,
dead or alive, and may account for the anonymity of her printings. This
seemingly unique book woman ended her known printing activity in
dispute with the poet and bookseller Allan Ramsay. Her printing of one
of his poems without prior permission led him to mock her in his `Elegy
on Lucky Read'.'-' Nevertheless, Margaret Reid, like Janet Kene and
Agnes Campbell exhibited the qualities of a professional hook merchant.
Indeed, women participants, full-time and part-time, major or minor,
while representing only perhaps ten per cent of all Scottish book traders in
the early modern period, were a prominent, surprisingly numerous, yet
only occasionally independent minority. 16 Such a proportion suggests
women book traders were more common in Scotland than in England.

The marriage contract itself was, however, the point of conception for
potential commercial activity. Marriages were frequently within the
trade. In this respect the hook trade was no different from others in
the social mixture of peers and fellow craftsmen. Elizabeth Brown,
daughter of the major Edinburgh printer, bookseller, bailie and council
treasurer Thomas Brown (c.1658-17oz), married the Edinburgh book-
seller John Vallange (1691-171z). Thomas Brown's first wife was
Marian Calderwood, probably a relative of the stationer John Calder-
wood (1676-8z), and Brown himself entered into various bonds and
deeds with his son-in-law and Agnes Campbell in the r68os and 169os. In
addition, Campbell's eldest daughter Issobel married the Edinburgh
bookseller William Cunningham in 1676 and, in an act mirrored many
times in the book trade, enabled her husband to be made a burgess of
Edinburgh in 1677 `by right of his spuse Issobel, daughter to umquhyle
Andrew Anderson'. 17 Everywhere networks of family connections were
complex and interwoven, and as a result many a bride, before marriage,
will have been instilled with some experience of the mechanics of book
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merchandising. The dowry of a `burgess ticket' (the licence to trade as a
burgess) must, in addition, have sweetened the marriage contract.

Some wives, such as James Watson's widow Jean Smith with her
second husband Thomas Heriot, and Anne Edmonstoun with George
Stewart ( 1 7 1

3-45), `formally' worked with their spouses," but such
family co-operation was usually reserved for mothers and sons, especially
after the death of the father left the son too young to run the business.
Katherine Boyd sustained the bookbinding business of her dead husband
John Gibson with her son David at least from i600 to i6o6. 19 In a more
curious example of family responsibility Margaret Cuthbert, the widow
of the Aberdeen printer John Forbes, the younger (1675-1704), con-
tinued the business from 1704 to 1710 by which, at her death, her
daughter Margaret and son-in-law James Nicol were ready to take
control.2

° The importance of maintaining the continuity of family own-
ership was seen as an essential objective, and even the recourse to second
marriages did not lessen the ideal of continuing in trade for the benefit of
the original family. The second marriages of Katherine Norwell, Beatrix
Campbell, and Issobel Harring were all examples of attempts to continue
trading through the commercial manage de convenence.

Wedlock brought opportunity but the chief basis for the importance of
women in the early modern book trade was inheritance, and this applied
to estates of whatever size. The wealth of book traders could vary
enormously ranging from the considerable wealth of merchants like
Andro Hart, and Andrew Wilson, to the small bookbinders and chapmen
living in the shadow of poverty. The contrasting legacies of the partners in
Scotland's first bible printing, Thomas Bassandyne and Alexander Ar-
buthnot, provide a useful illustration. Bassandyne's widow Katherine
Norwell inherited an estate of over £z000 Scots in 1577, while Arbuth-
not's widow Agnes Pennycuik received an estate of only £roo in 1585.
But limited prospects were even more common for provincial book
traders, such as the meagre £So estate left in 1673 to Janet Stevenson,
widow of the Irvine bookseller Matthew Paton.21 From humble legacies
the prospects for women continuing to trade must have been relatively
slim, and the most likely outcome was the transportation of remaining
stock to Edinburgh for sale by auction.

The decision by widows to dispose of an estate through auction, or sale
to other book merchants, was often necessitous. For pressing financial
reasons Margaret Rowan, the wife of the printer John Ross (1574—So),
was forced to sell her husband's materials and type to the publisher Henry
Charteris, and similarly the brothers and sisters of Margaret Wallace,
who pre-deceased her husband Robert Charteris (i 600--i 6 io), were
compelled to realise the assets of the Charteris press and sell them to
Andro Hart in r6io.22 Another alternative, however, was the sale of only
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part of the business, and typically this would involve selling the printing
presses, type and press rooms while continuing the bookselling activity.
Thus, in 172.4, Jean Smith the widow of James Watson sold the presses
and rights of her husband to John Mosman and William Brown,
including Watson's part of the gift of king's printer, and then indepen-
dently ran the family bookshop until in 1725 she went into marriage and
partnership with Thomas Heriot.23 Yet such assets could, of course,
quickly lose their value if the beneficiaries neglected maintenance. The
Edinburgh printer, bookseller and paper-mill owner John Moncur
(1707-29) bequeathed to his wife Agnes Lathem book stock, three
presses, a paper-mill and various annuities in 1729 but, by the time
his will was proved in 1736, much of the unbound stock in the warehouse
and shop had been `eaten and destroyed by rats and other ways'. It was
not, however, always necessary for widows to be actively in trade to
profit from inherited assets. The arrangements contracted by Marie
Johnson, widow to the Edinburgh bookseller John Porteous ( 16

99-
1700), have to be admired. Although c.17oo her husband's stock was
sold to George Warrander and John Vallange, she contracted a share in
their profits and took rental from them for the shop premises.24

Part of the inherited rights of widows and children were those related to
copy patents and appointed offices. Heirs succeeded to the term of book
licences, while over appointments the authorities were sympathetic to the
claims of heirs over licensed offices, although official confirmation was
required. It was particularly common for widowed mothers to seek to
secure the rights in the name of young sons. The widow of George
Anderson, for Andrew Anderson, in November 1647, and his widow
Agnes Campbell, for James Anderson in 1676, obtained confirmation
from local magistrates of the inherited right of their sons to be burgh
printers. 25 Equally, when George Mosman (1669-1707), printer to the
General Assembly, died in the winter of 1707-8, his widow Margaret
Gibb was able to convince the church that she should and could continue
as church printer. Agnes Campbell's renewed efforts to claim the right
were dismissed in the face of heritable notions and a pious widow.26 But
in all these cases the key requirement was proof to the burgh, crown or
clerical authorities that the widow controlled the material and skills
necessary to carry out the office. Proof of competence was an effective
weapon against potential attack based on gender, even though the threat
was usually inferred rather than blatant as seen in the impatience of the
government over the petitions of Janet Kene (163os) and Agnes Campbell
(168os).

Women contributed to fields political and religious as well as com-
mercial. Across Scottish society political and religious controversies were
certainly fuelled by print of ink as well as word of mouth, although the
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general involvement of women in the dissemination of nonconformist
literature is not immediately obvious. Again the key to understanding is
the family. A continuous line of book merchants can be traced from the
clerical subscription crisis of 1584-5 to the covenanting revolution of
1638-39 (see figure r). The key individuals in this line were Andro Hart
and his third wife Janet Kene, although the first book merchants to be
involved in nonconformity from the t 5 8os were the brothers Edward and
James Cathkin. Both were banished in the summer of r 584 for refusing to
subscribe to James VI's Episcopalian policies, and both, along with Andro
Hart, were among those arrested in the Edinburgh Presbyterian riots of
December 1596. This was followed in June 1619 by the well-known
investigation into the printing, importation and selling of David Calder-
wood's Perth Assembly. Hart and Lawson's houses and booths were
searched and James Cathkin, happening to be in London, was inter-
rogated by the king himself. 27 Little action was taken against these
merchants although undoubtedly they had distributed Calderwood's
works and much else of a Presbyterian flavour.

After James Cathkin died in 1631 his wife Janet Mayne, sister-in-law to
Richard Lawson, continued bookselling until her death in 1639. Janet
Kene, `Widow Hart', printed with the aid of her sons until passing on the
press to James Bryson in 1639, and on her death her bookshop appears to
have passed to John Threipland who, to emphasise this remarkable
network, had trained and worked for James Cathkin. Moreover, Janet's
sister Margaret Kene married the printer John Wreittoun who had been
operating a press from at least 16z4.28 There was clearly then an
extensive range of book trade and nonconformist connections that led
up to the revolution of 1638/9. When the Covenanting government
required to explain its policies and actions to the parliament in England,
and the wider world, it turned to the presses of Bryson and Wreittoun,
along with numerous tracts imported from the presses of Amsterdam and
Leiden from 1638 to 

1640.29 
It was a flood of propaganda to date

unparalleled in Scottish history. Meanwhile, this distinct book trading
community was held together by the five families, Hart, Cathkin, Bryson,
Kene and Mayne. The two sets of sisters, Mayne and Kene, connected the
bookselling and printing branches of Edinburgh book commerce, and
bridged the gap between the old Melvillian nonconformity and that of the
National Covenant. These families were not revolutionary `fifth colum-
nists', yet the coincidence of political and social connections goes beyond
links arising from normal trade intermarriage.

No credible account of female book merchants of this period can ignore
the unique features relating to Agnes Campbell, Lady Roseburn, who in
11676 succeeded her husband Andrew Anderson as king's printer in
Scotland. The redoubtable lady inherited not only the king's gift but
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the remaining thirty-six years of its forty-one year licence, as well as
unprecedented supervisory and monopoly powers over the Scottish
press. 3° As a result z50 years of historiographical vilification have
followed in her wake.

On the basis of scale her achievements were astonishing. She was by
some distance the most wealthy Scottish book maker in the early modern
period, with an estate valued at over £78000 Scots at her death in July
1716. This represented a miraculous turn around considering the finan-
cial circumstances of her husband who was in debt to the tune of £7 4 5 r in
1676. 31

 That she was the largest printer in Edinburgh is not in doubt— in
1678 she had at least sixteen apprentices and journeymen. 32 Her printing
and paper supply business had become the hub of a large trading zone
beyond Edinburgh, and sweeping out to all the burghs of Scotland, into
Ireland and the north of England. She clearly acquired stock, and had
business dealings, with many of the major book makers of London. Just
as remarkable is the extent to which she lent money to book traders, in
Ireland as well as Scotland.33

Until the revisionism of John Fairley in the i92.os, bibliographical
historians, with a mixture of antiquarianism and a modern dislike of
monopoly, have condemned the Anderson press for poor quality printing,
and a stifling and regressive grip on the book trade of the period. But the
most damning criticism levelled at Agnes Campbell by Principal John Lee
concerns her counterfeit bible printing of 1707. After years of complaint
and protest about the damage to her trade done by English bibles entering
Scotland, she printed an edition of her own with the imprint 'London,
printed by Charles Bill'.34

 If the Scots wanted London bibles let them be
printed in Edinburgh. This charge, more than any other, outrages John
Fairley. He points to the cracked printing block of the page design which
'gives the game away' too blatantly; the fact that such an edition has not
survived; that an elderly Mrs Anderson could not have policed all the
output of her press, and that there was, in any case, no market available in
England for such bibles. And yet, Agnes Campbell maintained her
faculties into old age, even starting a paper-mill in 1709 and, after a
twenty year campaign, at last became printer to the church in 1711. The
production of false editions was also common, as with the numerous
pirated and profitable almanac editions that circulated throughout Scot-
land after the Restoration. 35

 Finally, the commercial attractions of
printing such an edition in the year 1707 are fairly obvious.

In Holland the production of bibles with false imprints was a major
industry, and many Dutch printings of English bibles arrived in Scotland
through Glasgow. 36

 Why should Agnes Campbell not engage to some
degree with this illicit trade? In 1684 the king's printers in England even
admitted to the House of Lords that they had carried out similar acts of
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falsification. 37 Agnes Campbell prosecuted through the courts whenever
necessary, restricted the actions of competitors, and curtailed the freedom
of her apprentices. She used her press to petition on her own behalf, and
to manufacture illicit and false editions to hurt the competition and
increase the profits of her house. Yet, in all of this she behaved in a
manner not uncommon to contemporaries, and in a way that was copied,
and sometimes surpassed, by her greatest opponent James Watson. Her
only crime was commercial pragmatism.

The high profile of Campbell is, however, atypical and establishing the
role of women in the early modern book trade requires considerable
detective work. The need to look for the man before you find the woman
is especially unfortunate. Nonetheless, it cannot be denied that it is
through the family that historiography locates these women and through
their family ties that they entered the business of books. The small
selection of women considered in this paper by no means represent
the entire number of women traders in the period, and more names will
be uncovered over time. In many respects the identified group of Scottish
book women reflect the variety of the Scottish book trade as a whole.
These were after all the wives and daughters of wealthy stationers,
moderately comfortable printers and booksellers, small and large book-
binders, apprenticed printers and street traders and chapmen. Mean-
while, that journey from the crimson silks of the bindings of Helen Ross
to the counterfeit bibles of Agnes Campbell seems a strange passage, but a
suitable metaphor for the movement from the culture of craft to the
exigencies of commerce. As female literacy expanded with that of men,
women played a crucial role in the dynamics of the Scottish book trade. It
is a role that should be recognised more widely.
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